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A FANTASY ADVENTURE, ONLY IN THE WEST
OF JOHOR. Elden Ring is a fantasy action
RPG developed by the newly established
King Art, the developer of Nitro +, based in
Bandung, Indonesia. Elden Ring is the
second major release after the highly
successful Star Wars: Knights of the Old
Republic™ developed by BioWare, a
developer known for creating award-winning
AAA titles. A new fantasy setting where the
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Player character is the newly 'empowered'
Old King, awakening a new destiny. Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to
brandish the power of the Elden Ring and
become an Elden Lord in the Lands
Between. “I think Dragon Quest is a
wonderful game. It's fun and it makes you
want to play again and again,” says Elden
Ring's Lead Game Designer for CROSSFIRE,
Dogen Harada. “However, you really don't
have much freedom to set up the game. You
can't really customize a lot of things. You
can't just set everything up like you like and
be able to have a RPG that allows you to
play from start to finish. That's what I
wanted to make with the 'Dragon Quest
meets Knights of the Old Revolver.' That is
the driving force to make Elden Ring. “The
challenge was how to make something with
an ambitious plan. I wanted to make a large
world like in Final Fantasy, but at the same
time the story and the game design were
important. I wanted to make sure the world
is enjoyable and it works in a way that it can
be played from the start. We spent a lot of
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time on the original plan and we made sure
that when you start you don't have to grind
for things. You can just play right away.
After that, we needed to work out the
mechanisms of the game and the balance
between the set-up story and the actual
play. That was the hardest part of the
development.” About Game Features 1. An
Epic Drama that unfolds in the Lands
Between A multilayered story full of exciting
situations is told in fragments. An epic
drama that unfolds in the Lands Between
between the Iron City and the Kingdom of
Melila. The lands between the World of Iron
and the World of Amber. The player's
objectives are numerous, and depending on
the choices made by the player, a variety of
outcomes are possible for both the original
story and other
Elden Ring Features Key:
Authentic, Realm-based online play: Authentic online play where a character follows the threads of
the realm you have brought them from.
Multiple characters and multiple saves: Build your team of up to four powerful Avatar characters in
the game and enjoy the fight with your friends.
Unlimited content: Play as someone completely new, or seamlessly progress through the story of
the Realms Within.
High Quality Graphics: A beautiful, detailed world with vivid graphics and character models that
reflect their personalities.
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Choice of Play: Choose your team members, item formations, and play styles according to your play
style.
Enhanced Music & Animation: Enjoy classic, orchestrated music that is rich in variety.
A Legacy Class Change: Every character starts the game with a predetermined class and its unique
methods.
Vast Globe: Explore vast and mysterious lands without being limited to specific areas; cross all sorts
of landscapes and battle Vengeful Beasts that go about their lives living off of humanity.

Join Battle while we celebrate the launch in North America!
The official LINE servers will open their gates from October 2 at 07:00AM PDT (00:00 UTC), providing an
unparalleled incentive for many players to forgo their morning routines and join their friends in battle for
the first time! A legendary title is only available for a limited time, so why not join the fun and develop your
skills on an unprecedented scale?
We're also planning limited-time promotional events to encourage players to jump in. Come play the game
to receive a variety of in-game gifts when you log in before August 31!
For more information on LINE Online, be sure to visit: LINE Online, and to begin your quest to be the
Graceful Lord, you can start up at:
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by Aqua (CGM) Original 「看若干報，看若干報」 The game,
"look at more reports, look at more reports",
become so serious. ―"What is the object of this
game?", I thought. It seems the development
staff of this game is there to make
entertainment for the players. I knew that this
game is not an action game such as "Monster
Hunter." I think it is different from "Monster
Hunter" in terms of the action in the game is
not limited to hunters and monsters, but the
action of the players are supported. The
monsters such as Bokuto and Nicon, the enemy
monsters such as Grosjean and Rouger, the
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traps, set a way for the players to compete. I
think this game is different from "Monster
Hunter" in terms of the action. The battle plays
in the position of "dungeon adventure game."
The game didn't give a single answer to the
development question. よろしくおねがいします。 I have
not played the game before, so I see the title,
the preview of the goods, and the number of
release, and it seems this game is the game.
This game title is "look at more reports, look at
more reports." Hehe, "look at more reports, look
at more reports." ? 「看若干報，看若干報」 The game,
"look at more reports, look at more reports",
become so serious. 「看若干報，看若干報」 The game,
"look at more reports, look at more reports",
become so serious. 「看若干報，看若干報」 The game,
"look at more reports, look at more reports",
become so serious. ―"What is the object of this
game?", I thought. It seems the development
staff of this game is there to make
entertainment for the players. I knew that this
game is not an action game bff6bb2d33
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▶ [Raise] Raise your rare horses and units to
give orders. Battles can happen rapidly. All the
stats have been added. ► [War] “A battle that
goes wrong, must go right!” Take part in deadly
combat with a variety of enemies, and expand
your empire. ► [Trade] Trade with other players
from around the world to accelerate the further
development of your empire and your rare
horses. ► [Production] Work on countless
projects in your town to produce goods, rare
horses, and units. ► [Defense] The town is
where you can build defense tools such as walls
to fend off enemies. ► [Surgery] Manage the
surgery of injured beasts to restore their health.
There are various ways to heal them, such as
restoring their body, and casting magic for
protection. WHAT IS EXCLUSIVE IN THE
WORLD'S FIRST FANTASY ACTION RPG
EXPLORER. 1. Asynchronous Online Play
Asynchronous online play enables you to
connect with other players and travel with
them, and feel the presence of others in the
world. Exchange items with other players at the
same time, and take part in PvP battles
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together. Online play also allows you to play in
different places. 2. Battle System Support
Classic battles are faithfully recreated. All the
stats have been added. 3. Scroll Machines that
Support Quests There are more than 30 types
of Scroll Machines which you can explore in the
World Map. Make use of them to experience the
mystery of the Lands Between. 4. Enemies that
Match your Skills Regardless of your level, you
will be able to have a fierce battle against
powerful enemies. 5. Elements that Change the
World The Air, Earth, Water, and Dark elements,
and assorted monsters live together in the
Lands Between. Increase your stats and level
them up to move on to higher areas. 6. Shop
Goods you Cannot Buy in the Shop In addition
to the items you can buy in the Shop, you can
now purchase uncommon items, rare items, and
useful items in the World Map. 7. Battle
Guidelines You will be given battle guidelines
before the battles in the World Map. Defend
your town well! 8. New Maps Walls have been
placed on the Wilderness Map, and the Battle
Factory has been created in the Dungeon Map.
9. Battle Action that Informs the Individual
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Players' Views
What's new in Elden Ring:
Rationale
Take your fun RPG experience to a new level with the old remake of
an RPG with an open world consisting of one dungeon that is evenly
connected to various open fields. We've added lots of content and
fantastic new game modes to the game and added a joy to your RPG
experience.
Features
1. Rise in a City in Ruins Open world environment: This is a town
made mainly of ruins. The town was in a state of disarray, but
has since been rebuilt.
2. Dramatic Dungeon Breathtaking Dungeon Design: Various
dungeons with various layouts and ideas such as tens of floors,
huge lit-up rooms, and dungeons with rich environments and
complicated layouts.
3. Six Great Class Skills Six Job Titles: Use the Item Processing job
for gathering, and use the Job Keyword Adaptability job for
adapting to other jobs such as gathering and blacksmithing.
4. Skill Weapons Learn to fight even if you’re not a warrior.
Gather ingredients to level-up in dungeons. Consume ingredients
gathered in fights and craft items with the help of your job. Click
here to learn more. Additionally, even if you're the type of person
who can handle any of the classes, we encourage you to get two job
titles and explore the world.
System Requirements
1. Microsoft Windows Operating System (XP or later) 800 MHz or
higher processor Sound Card 1024 x 768 resolution 15GB of
available hard disk space
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*Screen resolutions and operating system are approximate and may
differ by region.
1. Conflict of Interest
There is a possibility of trouble and behavior in the game such as
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